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Summary

Though set in the now somewhat distant past, David Weisner's cleverly written June 29, 1999 is 

part fantasy, part scientific study – pulling readers into a world where science and the (nearly) 

impossible intersect.

The date is May 11th, 1999, and young scientist Holly Evans has just begun her first major 

experiment.  Holly has released vegetable seedlings into the earth's atmosphere in hopes of studying the 

effects that outer space will have on the growth of her tiny plants.  She shares her work with her 

classmates who are, understandably, quite speechless.  Weeks go by without much excitement; Holly 

tracks the days and, we can assume, waits patiently for her seedlings to return.  Finally, on June 29th, 

something exciting happens – the event lending itself as the story's namesake.

At first, Holly thinks that June 29th's mysterious events are the result of her experiment, but 

after close consideration of all of the information available to her, she deduces that the day's events are 

not, in fact, her own doing.  Rather, June 29th's excitement – and the surprises that follow – are the 

result of unfortunate and surprising coincidence that even the most astute and creative of readers will 

never guess.

The story easily stands on its own as an engaging anytime read, but its theme and structure lend 

themselves nicely to extended learning.  The book's scientific focus makes it ideal for use with children 

who are learning to understand and practice the scientific method.  Similarly, Holly's experiment with 

seedlings makes the book quite useful alongside home gardening projects or scientific studies of seeds 

and plant growth.

Though the story includes some large vocabulary words (mostly in the form of vegetable 

varieties and locations), it is accessible to readers of all ages.  The story's simplicity makes it great for 

young readers, while the complex and detailed illustrations that it is paired with draw in older readers 

and add depth to the story.



Critical Thinking Questions

The questions listed are meant to be used to spark discussion, curiosity, and attention to detail 

amongst readers of June 29,1999.  The questions can (and should) be asked while the book is being 

read, rather than after readers have made their way through the entire book.  The questions will help 

readers to make observations, articulate their thoughts, and make connections between the text and its 

accompanying images.  These questions are written with middle grade readers (ages 8-10) in mind, but 

can be used with readers of any age as their somewhat open-ended structure allows them to be accessed 

by anyone.

– Look at Holly's room.  What do we know about her as a person based on her surroundings?

– What kinds of resources might Holly have used in order to plan and execute her experiment? 

Explain how you know.  (Look to illustrations for clues.)

– What does Holly's class think of her project?  How do you know?

– Which of the vegetables lands closest to your own home?  (Consult a map if necessary.)

– Why might peppers need extra help making a landing?

– What conclusion(s) might Holly draw about her experiment when the broccoli arrives in her 

backyard?

– What kind of though process must Holly be using in order to assess the surprise vegetable 

situation?

– How do you think Holly feels when she begins to hear about the vegetables' arrival across the 

country?

– How might you put giant vegetables to good use at your own home or in your own community?

– How much time passed between the beginning of Holly's experiment and the arrival of the 

vegetables?



– What exactly lead to the release of the vegetables into space at the end of the story?  What lead 

to their size?  (Examine the spaceship illustration closely!)

Mini-Lesson

Designed with readers of all ages in mind, this mini-lesson takes inspiration from a single page 

of the story and connects it to Holly's scientific thought process and the experiential learning afforded 

by hands-on exploration of scientific topics.  Readers might work in pairs, in small groups, or as 

individuals.  Participants will be most successful if they have some experience with the scientific 

method before engaging in this activity, but it is not absolutely essential.

Pepper Investigation

In June 29, 1999, the narrator mentions that of all the giant vegetables that mysteriously and 

surprisingly float to earth, the peppers were the only ones that seemed to need help landing.  In this 

lesson, students will pair scientific thinking with hands-on investigation in order to determine whether 

or not there are scientific grounds for the claim that peppers would need help making their way to land.  

This activity may be best when done in two sessions, with the break between sessions coming between 

steps 7 and 8.  Materials for this activity include peppers (many – 2 per group or participant), basins of 

water, and knives (sharpness may vary – choose tools that are appropriate for those participating).  

Additionally, facilitators will need to gather tools for participants to test their hypotheses (which is why 

a two-session approach is best).  Facilitators can add any other tools for scientific observation that they 

would like.

1. Re-visit the pepper page of the story (“Except for the peppers.  For some reason, they need a 

little help.”).  Make observations of the ways in which the peppers are harnessed, and pay close 

attention to the body language of the people in the illustration.  Ask students if the scene 



reminds them of anything they have ever seen before (perhaps the Thanksgiving Day parade 

balloons).

2. Ask students whether they have thoughts about why the peppers wouldn't land on their own.  If 

students would like to share their ideas, allow them to and record them on a classroom 

white/chalk board or chart paper.

3. Explain to students that they'll be using the Scientific Method in order to find out exactly why it 

is that peppers don't land easily.  Let them know that they'll be using the scientific method 

(outlined below) in order to draw conclusions about the properties of peppers that inhibit 

smooth landings.

Scientific Method:

- Observe

- Research

- Hypothesize

- Test

- Conclude

- Share

4. Place a collection of peppers in a location where they can be observed by all involved.  Begin 

with the first step of the scientific method and ask participants to make observations about the 

peppers.  What do they notice about the peppers' shape?  Size?  Color?  If participants can treat 

the peppers gently, allow them to be passed around and handled.  Ask participants to share 

observations about texture, weight, and other tangible properties.  Record observations on a 

white/chalk board or chart paper.

5. Do some research!  This step might be tricky, depending on the availability of certain resources. 

Search your local library for vegetable-related nonfiction books, gardening books, and anything 

else that may include information about peppers.  If participants are computer-literate and 



technology is available, a web search could add to (or be substituted for) book research.  Be 

sure that participants research peppers in general, rather than specifically looking up why it is 

that peppers float.

6. Create a hypothesis based on your observations and research.  Participants might each create 

their own hypothesis, or the group could create one hypothesis together.  Use what you've seen 

and learned in order to make an educated guess about why the peppers didn't land nicely.

7. Once the hypothesis has been created, it's time to test!  Before testing, discuss with participants 

the ways in which scientists conduct tests.  They create a specific plan, and follow their plan 

while testing.  Additionally, scientists must record their observations during the test, as well as 

any available data.  Ask participants to create a plan that will allow them to test their 

hypothesis.  If the group has a shared hypothesis, you may create a plan together and test 

individually or in small groups.

8. Follow test plans as outlined.  Provide participants with materials for recording their 

observations during testing – options include a lab report sheet, paper and clipboards, or science 

journals.  Supervise participants as needed as they test, and support participants by helping them 

creatively problem solve when problems arise.

9. Support scientists in drawing conclusions about their tests after they have completed them and 

cleaned up their materials.  What did the tests suggest is true about peppers?  What do we know 

about them now that we didn't before?  What unique properties do peppers have that other 

vegetables might not?

10. If students have been able to recognize why it is that peppers wouldn't land like other 

vegetables, lead them in creating something that will allow them to share their work (poster, 

display, presentation, video, etc.).  (See notes below if students have not yet solved the 

mystery!)

Notes: Some participants may not find this project easy, while others may know from the very 



start why it is that peppers would act differently from other vegetables.  For participants who don't have 

much experience with peppers or who are very young, it can be beneficial to cut open a pepper and 

examine its insides during early observations.  Additionally, facilitators may decide to choose the test 

that is conducted; the best one would be placing peppers in water, as they will float.  Facilitators may 

choose to add as much or as little structure as they feel is necessary.  If the activity doesn't follow the 

exact steps as outlined, don't worry about it!  Good science is sometimes messy and fun, and the best 

learning experiences are ones where participants are authentically engaged.

Extension Activities

Each of the following activity suggestions are designed to support readers in not only deepening 

their understanding of the book, but in connecting the information shared within its pages to the world 

around them.  Loosely written so as to allow for adaptability, the activities have been designed with 

readers of many ages in mind.

Scientific Method

Much like the activity outlined above, readers can try out the scientific method for themselves!  

Readers might choose to use a question sparked by the story, or could choose to explore an entirely 

different topic.  Practice using the six steps of the Scientific Method (outlined within the Mini-Lesson), 

paying close attention not only to the order in which the steps are arranged but the way in which the 

Scientific Method encourages linear thought.  Be sure to do the final step, which calls for conclusions 

to be shared!

Real-Life Giants

Grow your very own giant vegetables!  While your beauties will not be as big as the vegetables 

in the story, there are many “normal” vegetables who have giant cousins.  Pumpkins are probably the 



most popular giant vegetables, but peas, beans, tomatoes, zucchini, summer squash, and many other 

vegetables have varieties that produce larger-than-normal foods.  The process of growing food can be 

enough of an experiment (and a challenge!) in itself, but entering giant produce into a local agricultural 

fair can add to the experience.  Check out your state's agricultural fair schedule to find one near you 

that welcomes giant produce in its exhibition hall competitions.

Matters of Survival

In the story, Holly's goal is to find out what the effects of extraterrestrial conditions are on earth-

dwelling plants.  While this experiment isn't replicable, there are a great many experiments that can be 

done in order to research the environmental conditions that plants need in order to survive.  Using small 

seedlings (sprout your own!), create a series of simultaneous experiments to see what conditions have 

an effect on how plants grow.  Plants could be placed in dark places, excessively light places, water lots 

or just a little – and any other number of creative ideas.  The more tests, the better, as this will allow for 

the experiment to produce conclusive results.  Plus, you'll learn the most successful way to grow 

things!

Life in Space

Did you know that certain living things can survive under certain conditions in space?  Can you 

imagine what might live in space?  Do some research to find out what living things (other than humans) 

have been brought into space and the conditions under which they were able to survive (or not).  There 

are at least two earthly species that have survived in space while exposed to the elements that have 

continued to live when brought back to earth!  Learning about the ways in which humans have been 

able to allow certain living things in space can lead to deeper learning about the ways in which these 

things stay alive under any living conditions.



Weather Patterns

According to the story, Holly's project begins in New Jersey and results in vegetables being 

distributed all across the United States.  After finishing the book, we know that that's not the case.  So if 

Holly's experiment were to land somewhere, where might it wind up?  Study weather patterns and the 

earth's airflow currents in order to find out where the air over New Jersey travels to, and make a good 

prediction about where Holly's vegetables would have ended up.  Perhaps they would land in a body of 

water – but which one?  And if they make it to land, which land would it be?  Mark a map and 

speculate about the length of time that the experiment could be airborne for.  Where might it end up 

after one day?  What about after a week?  What if it stayed aloft for a whole month?

Vegetable Alliteration

David Wiesner includes some fantastic alliteration within the story.  Can you come up with 

more vegetable/location pairs that include alliteration?  Begin with a list of vegetables not mentioned in 

the story.  Then, match the first letter sound in each vegetable with as many places in the continental 

United States as you can.  See how many more vegetable appearances you could add to the story!  You 

might even make illustrations of your vegetables arriving – try finding pictures of the places you 

mention so that your images can be as accurate as possible.


